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Abstract—Synthetic Aperture (SA) ultrasound imaging has many advantages in terms of flexibility and accuracy. One of the major drawbacks is, however, that no system exists, which can implement SA imaging in real time due to the very high number of calculations amounting to roughly 10^10 calculations per second per receive channel. Real time imaging is a key aspect in ultrasound, and to truly demonstrate the many advantages of SA imaging, a system usable in the clinic should be made. The paper describes a system capable of real time SA B-mode and vector flow imaging. The Synthetic Aperture Real-time Ultrasound System (SARUS) has been developed through the last 2 years and can perform real time SA imaging and storage of RF channel data for multiple seconds. SARUS consists of 1024 channel analog front-end and 64 identical digital boards. Each has 16 transmit channels and 16 receive channels both with a sampling frequency of 70 MHz/12 bits for arbitrary waveform emission and reception. The board holds five Virtex 4FX100 FPGAs, where one houses a PowerPC CPU used for control. The remaining four are used for generation of transmit signals, receive storage and matched filter processing, and focusing and summing of data. Each FPGA can perform 80 billion multiplications/s and the full system can perform 25,600 billion multiplications/s. The FPGAs are connected through multiple 3.2 Gbit Rocket IO links, which makes it possible to send more than 1.6 GBytes/s of data between the FPGAs and between boards. The system can concurrently sample in 1024 channels, thus, generating 140 GBytes/s of data, which also can be processed in real time or stored. The system is controlled over a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet link to each digital board that runs Linux. The control and processing are divided into functional units that are accessed through an IP numbering scheme in a hierarchical order. A single controlling mechanism can, thus, be used to access the whole system from any PC. It is also possible for the controlling PowerPCs to access all other boards, which enables advanced adaptive imaging. The software is written in C++ and runs under Matlab for high level access to the system in a command structure similar to the Field II simulation program. This makes it possible for the user to specify imaging in very few lines of code and the set-up is fast due to the employment of the 64 PowerPCs. Focusing is done using a parametric beamformer. Code synthesized for a Xilinx V4FX100 speed grade 11 FPGA can operate at a maximum clock frequency of 167.8 MHz producing 1 billion I and Q samples/second sufficient for real time SA imaging. The system is currently in production, and all boards have been laid out. VHDL and C++ code for the control has been written and the code for real time beamformation has been made and has obtained a sufficient performance for real-time imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Synthetic Aperture (SA) imaging data are acquired by sending a spherical wave from part of the aperture to insonify the whole region of interest. The received signals on all transducer elements are then sampled and the process is repeated for a number of transmitting source position. The image can then be dynamically focused in both transmit and receive, thus, yielding the best possible resolution attainable for delay-and-sum beamforming [1], [2], [3], [4].

SA ultrasound imaging has the potential of increasing the resolution and contrast of medical images as has been shown in pre-clinical trials [5]. It has also been shown that problems with penetration [6], [7], [8] and tissue motion can be solved [9], [10]. The major obstacle to implementing SA imaging is, thus, to solve the problem with the high number of calculations to be performed per second. This paper describes the principles behind a research scanner capable of making real-time 2D SA imaging.

II. SYSTEM DEMANDS

The purpose of the scanner is to acquire and process data for studying advanced ultrasound imaging. This encompasses both conventional B-mode and velocity images in two and three dimensions as well as advanced coded synthetic aperture images for anatomic and vector flow imaging. By far the most demanding application is SA imaging, and the basic demand for data acquisition and processing can therefore be based on this application.

In SA imaging a full low-resolution image is made for every pulse emission as shown in Fig. 1. Typically images...
will consist of $N_l = 200$ lines each containing $N_s = 1024$ complex samples. Imaging to a depth $D$ of 15 cm gives a pulse repetition frequency $f_{prf}$ of 5 kHz. The number of samples to beamform $N_{bs}$ for each receiving element is then

$$N_{bs} = f_{prf} N_l N_s$$

(1)

which for this example amounts to $1.024 \cdot 10^9$ beamformed complex samples per second. The number of receiving elements range from 64 to 256 in modern scanners, thus, yielding up to $262.4 \cdot 10^9$ beamformed complex samples per second. This should be compared to the $1.31 \cdot 10^9$ samples per second in a conventional scanner. The large increase in the number of calculations is due to the beamformation of a full image after each emission.

The calculation demand is also accompanied by a similar requirement on data bandwidth. The amount of data is increased proportionally to $N_l$ and typically the input data rate to the beamformer, when sampling at 40 MHz, is 20 Gbytes/s and the output rate is 1049 Gbytes/s assuming 4 bytes are used for each complex sample. The low resolution images from the beamformer are summed to yield the final high resolution image. Using an emission sequence of 100 emission will give 50 images a second and the output data rate is here a modest 41 Mbytes/s.

Much of the processing can be done in parallel, but it is crucial that the high resolution image should at least be partly summed within the processing unit to avoid the very high output demand.

Synthetic aperture can also be used for velocity [12] and vector flow imaging [13], [14]. The demands are higher than for anatomic imaging, but they can be scaled sufficiently down to comply with the demands mentioned above, which therefore form the basis for the system design.

The system should be capable of sampling the bandwidth of high-end transducer with a high precision. Currently the limit is around 15 MHz, but it will be increased by cMUT probes. The sampling frequency has, thus, been set at 70 MHz with a precision of 12 bits. This precision matches the signal-to-noise ratio attainable in the current, commercially available TGC chips.

Both array and matrix transducers should be handled. Currently most commercial scanners use 192 element arrays and 3D scanning can be performed with $32 \times 32 = 1024$ elements often in a sparse configuration. Sampling in 1024 channels should therefore be possible.

A key feature of a research scanner is the capability of storing raw data sets, so that it is possible to study data from the individual transducer elements for very emission. This has e.g. been used in the RASMUS scanner [15] to develop many imaging methods and to perform smaller pre-clinical trials for SA imaging [5] and vector flow imaging [16]. The data storage should be over several cardiac cycles and, thus, a minimum of 3 seconds must be sampled giving a demand for RAM of $1024 \cdot 70 \cdot 10^6 \cdot 2 \cdot 3 = 400$ Gbytes. The capability of selecting to sample only part of the data can extend the sampling time, so the start and end depth and the lines to sample should be settable. Also decimation of the data before storage in RAM should be implemented. Fast parallel data storage is also needed. All the data should be stored on disc in less than a minute, if the system should be used for larger clinical studies. A data storage rate of roughly 10 Gbytes/second should, thus, be the target.

The system must be capable of acquiring different imaging modes interleaved at the same time to allow for side by side comparison as done in [5]. The transmitted signal must, thus, be changed from emission to emission and from element to element. The curves should be able to have arbitrary shape and should include long chirp signals [17], [18] as well as conventional sinusoidal signals. Again a precision of 12 bits should be used together with emission focusing and apodization. The TGC curve should also be set on a per emission basis to compensate for the differences in received energy for different emission signals.

After the data is acquired it should be processed in real time. This includes data decimation, matched filtration, beamforming, summation, estimation, and presentation. The matched filter should be selectable based on the emission and can be changed for the different imaging methods.

### III. System Architecture

The system consist of an analog front-end with 1024 channels and a digital board for transmit generation, sampling, data storage, and real-time processing.

The front-end is based on a commercial scanner and has a linear transmitter, which can amplify arbitrary transmitted signal. The received signal is sent through a TGC amplifier to the digital board.

The central core of the Synthetic Aperture Real-time ultrasound system (SARUS) is the DAUP (Digital Acquisition and Ultrasound Processing) board. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the DAUP board. Each board receives and transmits 16 balanced analog signals. The signals go through a number of processing devices that also can communicate with neighboring boards in the rack. This board is the heart of the system and relies on 5 FPGA’s to do the processing. The main functions are:

- **Acquisition** The board contains sixteen 12-bits, 70 MHz AD/DA converters and associated control electronics to interface to the analog world. FPGA (2) in Fig. 2 controls the 16 transmit channels, where the emitted signals are taken from the external memory and delayed and apodized before transmission. The signals can have arbitrary shape that change for every channel and emission. FPGA (1) in Fig. 2 controls the 16 receive channels, which can be sampled and captured in external RAM for later disc storage and external processing. This FPGA also houses decimation processing and matched filtration.

- **Signal processing** The focusing and beamformation is performed in FPGA (3) and (4). The processing chain is described in Section V.

- **Communication** The DAUP boards are daisy-chained, with each board doing part of the total processing. Rapid
IO communication interfaces to the neighboring cards exist and can send summed and beamformed signal at a rate of more than 12 Gbits/s. Communication between the processing FPGAs can take place at the same rate. Further, a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet connection exists for each board for control of the FPGAs and fast data storage.

- **Synchronization** The sampling has to be precisely synchronized across all 1024 channels for the data to be aligned for later focusing. The sampling clock and other signals are therefore distributed to all cards through the backplane in carefully matched cables and tracks.

- **Support functions** A central PowerPC processor to manage set-up and surveillance of each board is housed in one control FPGA (5). It is responsible for booting the system and runs Linux for a high level communication with the host PC and other boards through the Ethernet.

To simplify the design, it was decided to use the same basic block, based on an FPGA, for each sub-function. Each block is based on an FPGA and some RAM. The key components are:

FPGA Due to the high demands on communication speed, the Xilinx Virtex 4FX series was chosen. Based on the demand for processing power and pin-counts, the XC4VFX100-FF1152 device was chosen. It houses 160 signal processing units capable of making 500 million multiplications and additions per second each. The full system with 64 boards and 320 FPGA can, thus, theoretically perform $25.6 \cdot 10^{12}$ multiplications/second.

RAM Two types of RAM are used: A small fast SDRAM for FPGA parameters that cannot be fitted inside the FPGA and for which fast access is crucial, and some larger blocks of DRAM for sampling. For the DRAM, DDR2 type modules (standard PC types) are used. They have a good price/performance ratio and are suitable for this application. Each FPGA can have associated 4 GBytes of RAM for a total of 1024 Gbytes of RAM, which is sufficient to store more than 7 seconds of data from 1024 channels.

The complete system consist of 64 DAUP boards housed in two rack cabinets. The boards are connected to the analog front-end with 6 transducer plugs for up to 1024 channel transducers. All boards are interconnected through a 1 Gbits/s Ethernet switch. The SARUS system is also connected to a 16 CPU Linux cluster with 8 RAID drives for data storage.

**IV. COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMMING**

The system houses 320 FPGAs each having numerous functional signal processing blocks inside. A uniform interface to them is, thus, of prime importance.

The communication to each functional unit is handled through the network through a hierarchical numbering scheme patterned after the IP numbering scheme. Each board has an IP address, each FPGA then has a number, and each functional unit with the FPGA has a number. The registers and RAM...
associated with the units also have assigned numbers. The individual registers can then be directly addressed via the Ethernet by any computer through the 1 Gbits/s links.

The registers and RAM for the functional units are defined in XML files. These are translated into VHDL code defining their interface and to C++ code for defining the access library. The assignment of addresses is hereby dynamic and code for individual uses can be loaded and handled dynamically through the system library. The configuration control of all files is handled through the CVS version control system and CRC sums on the codes are used to verify the consistency of the loaded code. CSV also makes it possible to reconstruct any older version of the code used during a measurement. The global communication mechanism also makes it possible to perform adaptive imaging, since all units can communicate to all other units in the system.

The programming of the FPGAs is made in VHDL making the whole system easily configurable. Codes for the FPGAs are loaded by the controlling PowerPC on the main FPGA. The code can, thus, be changed from the controlling PC.

The overall interface to the system is written in C++ and Matlab. A server in C++ is running on each of the 64 PowerPCs and they handle writing of parameters to the individual functional units. The PowerPC receives global commands from a host PC running Matlab and a C++ program linked to Matlab. The commands are here written like in the previous RASMUS scanner and partly modeled after the Field II program. This makes it possible to implement any kind of imaging in a few lines of Matlab code and then transfer a modest amount of parameters to the PowerPCs. They will then make the calculation of the actual hardware parameters in parallel, thus, making set-up of the system fast and also enabling adaptive imaging.

V. REAL-TIME PROCESSING

The processing chain for SA B-mode imaging is shown in Fig. 3. After sampling at 70 MHz the individual element signals are decimated to match the sampling frequency to the bandwidth of the transducer. Often a significant data reduction can be attained without loss of information. A simple low pass filter is used in the decimation stage.

The element signals are then matched filtered to optimize signal to noise ratio and to compress e.g. chirp codes. This is implemented using an FFT based scheme. Up to 8192 samples can be input to the FFT with proper zero padding and a new matched filter can be multiplied onto the data for each emission. It can be selected to set the negative frequencies to zero to obtain the complex analytic signal spectrum and it can be shifted in the frequency domain for demodulation purposes.

An inverse FFT is performed and 4096 complex samples are output from the block to the focusing unit. This can be done for 4 channels on each DAUP board in real time.

The focusing unit is shown in Fig. 4. It handles four channels simultaneously. It has previously been described in [20] and [21]. It uses a parametric description of both the focusing and apodization, since focusing tables would be too large and demand a too high data bandwidth for the parameters. The delay and apodization values are calculated for the individual channels and common delay and apodization values for the transmitting element are added to this, to give the full delay and apodization. After look-up of the data, a linear interpolation is made and data for all channels are summed. This is repeated for all the emissions in the SA sequence and the data is summed to reveal the high resolution image. The process is then repeated for another set of lines in the image until all high resolution lines have been formed. The final data is transferred to the sum process and is summed coherently through all the 64 boards to yield the final high resolution image. A single beamforming unit can in the Virtex 4 chip process 167.8 million beamformed samples per second for 4 channels. The chips are large enough to house 6 beamforming units, thus, obtaining the performance goal of one billion complex beamformed samples per second.

VI. CONCLUSION

Currently the first prototype of the system is under fabrication. The analog backplane and one amplifier module with 8 channels is shown in Fig. 5. Such a backplane holds 192 channels and 6 of these boards are placed in the system.

The control VHDL has been made and an initial prototype of the processing VHDL has been made. The latter has been synthesized to verify the performance goal of the system. The SARUS scanner should, thus, be capable of real time SA imaging and can be used for both storing complete 3D RF data sets and for real time processing for clinical studies.
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Fig. 4. Parametric beamformer block used in SARUS.


